
3.1 Clip Library



Returns the value associated with a parameter or value switch option

Synopsis # include < clip.h >
int clip_get_value(int clipid, ClipInfo *clip)

Input Parameters int clipid Id to assigned to the new clip
ClpInfo *clip A pointer to a ClipInfo structure which defines a clip. The

existing ClipInfo pointers are defined as externs in clip.h .

Output Parameters None.

Value Return if = 0 Successful operation
if < 0 Failure (clipid is out of range)

Description clip_get_value() adds a new clip to the list of available clips.

Note If a clip is already assigned to a specified clipid, the new clip will
replace it.�

3.1.1 clip_get_value



Set a new clip

Synopsis # include < clip.h >
int clip_set (int clipid)

Input Parameters int clipid A clip id that is assigned to an available clip

Output Parameters None.

Value Return if = 0 Successful operation
if < 0 Operation failed (clipid is invalid)

Description Returns a pointer to the value string. The string is static, and must be
copied by the user if it is to be further used. NULL is returned if no
value is defined, or if the 'name' specifies an invalid parameter or
switch name.�

3.1.2 clip_set



Draw clip text

Synopsis # include < clip.h >
int clip_draw_str(int prow, int pcol, char *str, TC *tc)

Input Parameters int prow pixel row number to write the text
int pcol pixel column number to write the text
char *str null terminated string
TC *tc A pointer to a text control structure which defines the attributes

of the text:

Continued

3.1.3 clip_draw_str

typedef struct
{
int attr;
int level;
int clipid;
int dir;
}TC;

where:

attr: See Clip_write_text().
level: See Clip_write_text()
clipid: See Clip_set_clip()
dir: TextDirUp - draw from bottom to top

TextDirDown - draw from top to bottom
TextDirLeft - draw from right to left
TextDirRight - draw from left to right



Output Parameters None.

Value Return The return is one of the following:
CLP_ERROR Not found, i.e. was not defined in the CLP file.
CLP_NOTSPECIFIED Not specified in the command line.
CLP_DEFAULTED Not specified but is on by default.
CLP_SPECIFIED Explicitly specified in command line.
CLP_VALUEDEFAULTED Contains a value which has been defaulted.
CLP_VALUESPECIFIED Contains an explicitly specified value.
CLP_NEGATED Explicitly negated.

Description The function clip_draw_str() draws a null terminated string on the clip
as a bit map. It also has a direction feature which allows the text to be
drawn from different directions. It is important to note that this function
is NOT a text function, it is a graphic function this means that the
management of lines and columns of text is not effected by this
function as with clip_draw_graphics().�

clip_draw_str (Continued)
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